
How To: Removing door panel - facelifted 
120d M-Sport E81

Courtesy of ITSystems

• Once you have removed the trim cover and all the TX screws, 5 I think, you then need to put 
a flat blade screwdriver (trim fork if you have one! -see here for an example) along the 
bottom edge of the casing in between the clips to prize it off, taking care not to pierce the 
water curtain so keep the screwdriver vertical and do not lever it into the door.

• Once you have loosened the door casing enough to get your fingers in then ditch the 
screwdriver and pull the casing off around each clip, this should prevent any of the clips 
breaking. 

• Once the door casing is free you can disconnect the door harness, not alot of room to do this 
IMHO so if you can support the casing instead on a box then you can leave it connected, 
same with the latch mechanism. 

• If you plan to install the tweeters in the stock position then this is the time to remove the 
frame finisher, it is held in with approx 5 clips, however you only need to remove 2 of these, 
do not remove all the clips on the finisher as there is no need and be careful the finisher does 
not warp so only move it as you need to otherwise you will have gapping between the 
finisher and the door. 

• Taking the tweeter/blanking panel off does not affect the mirror in any way. 
• If you are planning to do the OEM upgrade in the rear, user tminal has some snapshots he 

can send you via e mail which may help!? 
• User Smartmac has a pdf for the fronts too, I'm sure if you send him a pm he will oblige.

http://buy1.snapon.com/catalog/item.asp?P65=&tool=all&item_ID=65934&group_ID=16963&store=snapon-store&dir=catalog

